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Africa: After Echo - 'Why the Study Results Scare Me'
By Yvette Raphael
allafrica.com — opinionBy Yvette RaphaelWe've proven Depo Provera doesn't
make it easier to contract HIV. But African women are still left with too few
contraceptive choices. For as long as I have been living with HIV - I was
diagnosed 19 years ago at the age of 25 - I have been following the science
related to HIV and the three-month contraceptive injection, DMPA, also known as
Depo Provera. You'll hear a lot of people say Depo is Africa's most popular family
planning method. But that's not actually true.
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After Echo: 'Why the study results scare me'
By Yvette Raphael
bhekisisa.org — "People say Depro-Provera is popular. Walking into a clinic and
getting the only birth control available isn't a choice, it isn't about popularity. it’s a
sign of a problem with the choices offered to women." (Reuters) We've proven

Depo Provera doesn't make it easier to contract HIV. But African women are still
left with too few contraceptive choices.
12 MONTHS AGO
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After Echo: 'Life for young women navigating puberty is
gruesome' – Bhekisisa
By Yvette Raphael
bhekisisa.org — People say Depro-Provera is popular. Walking into a clinic and
getting the only birth control available isn't a choice, it isn't about popularity. it’s a
sign of a problem with the choices offered to women. People say this birth control
shot is ‘popular’. Now we know it doesn’t increase HIV risk. But walking into a
clinic and getting the only birth control available isn’t a choice, it isn’t about
‘popularity’. it’s a sign of a problem.
12 MONTHS AGO
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US government could slash funding for microbicide research
By Yvette Raphael, Manju Chatani
bhekisisa.org — A vaginal ring could one day protect women from HIV infection
and unwanted pregnancies but only if there’s money to make it. By the time you
go to bed tonight, more 1?000 women aged 10 to 24 will have contracted HIV,
according to 2015 statistics from UNAids. And just as with contraception, there is
no one-size-fits-all approach to protecting young women — or the thousands of
men who have sex with men and sex workers — who are at a high risk of HIV
infection.
3 YEARS AGO
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Roll out PrEP strategy to prevent Aids among people at risk
By Yvette Raphael, Carolyne Njoroge, Wanjiru Mukoma
bhekisisa.org — Countries will be judged harshly if the pre-exposure two-in-one
pill isn't given to young women, discordant couples and sex workers among
othersThe scientific world has had evidence since 2011 that a single pill a day
could reduce the risk of contracting HIV. Five years later most people at
substantial risk of HIV infection still don't have access to this HIV prevention
method.
4 YEARS AGO
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Give us ARVs so we don’t get HIV
By Ntando Yola, John Mutsambi, Brian Kanyemba, Yvette Raphael
mg.co.za — South Africa has rolled out the largest antiretroviral treatment program

in the world – about 3.1 million people are now on treatment, according to health
department figures. This is a remarkable, given the earlier years of poor political
response. But South Africa still has unacceptably high rates of infections and HIV
remains a public health emergency.
5 YEARS AGO
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